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Abstract

Mobile edge computing (MEC) has been considered as a key enabler for the
industrial internet of things (IIoT) to cope with the ever-increasing
communication and computing demands of nodes. In consideration of the limited
power and resource of the IIoT nodes, it is necessary to design cost-effective data
sharing mechanisms for MEC-enabled wireless industrial communication
networks. In this article, we propose the probabilistic cooperative coded
forwarding (PCCF) scheme based on network coding (NC) to minimize the
required transmission number in both the data source and relay nodes. The data
packets are encoded sparsely in a systematic coding framework so that the
decoding process at the receivers can be more efficient. The relationship between
the forwarding and coding parameters of the proposed scheme and the successful
decoding probability are comprehensively analyzed and the approximations are
numerically verified. Throughout the analysis, we find the optimal sparsity of
network coding vectors and also the existence of minimum transmission numbers.

Keywords: Network coding; Mobile edge computing; Wireless communication;
Probabilistic Forwarding

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of fifth-generation (5G) mobile communication tech-

nologies, the industrial internet of things (IIoT) [1] become increasingly intelligent

and flexible in recent years. One of the key enabling technologies of IIoT is mobile

edge computing (MEC), which integrates the cloud computing capabilities on the

mobile IIoT node devices in the edge networks [2, 3]. As a result, the ever-growing

data can be efficiently processed in real-time or near real-time among the neigh-

boring IIoT nodes in a self-organizing manner, and the substantial stress on the

wireless links between the centralized cloud network and the edge network can be

offloaded. Meanwhile, the increasing data sharing demands within the edge networks

also put forward requirements to high efficient wireless networking and broadcasting

techniques.

The main challenges of mobile edge networks include the constraints of battery

capacity and computational resource of the IIoT nodes, and the dynamic and in-

termittent wireless links. The limited communication and computation capabilities

mean that the design of distributed data sharing and processing mechanisms should

be sufficiently simple and efficient with respect to time and energy. Besides, the
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sending of feedback for re-transmissions due to packet loss among IIoT nodes may

be inefficient for data collection missions with a fixed deadline.

As a promising technology for efficient wireless communication, network coding

(NC) has been widely investigated in the literature. It was first proposed for dis-

tributed mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) [4, 5, 6] as it can improve the wireless

multi-cast and broadcast performance by coded forwarding. In recent years, the

application scenarios of network coding have been extended to MEC [7, 8] and

device-to-device(D2D) communication [9, 10] in 5G networks. The performance im-

provement of network coding is two-fold. On the one hand, the data packets are

encoded into coded packets at the source node using network coding schemes such

as random linear network coding (RLNC) [11] . The receiver nodes which receive

a sufficient number of coded packets from the source can decode the data packets

without sending feedback. This helps the nodes to achieve more reliable transmis-

sions. On the other hand, the relay nodes can also encode and forward the packets

to the next-hop receivers rather than directly forwarding them [4, 8]. As a result,

the relay-coded packets help the receivers to recover the lost packets in the wireless

channel, and the number of transmissions at the relays can be reduced. The advan-

tages of network coding meet the requirement of efficient data sharing in mobile

edge networks under intermittent wireless links.

In this article, we focus on making full use of the benefits of network coding in

MEC-enabled IIoT scenarios. To this end, we propose the probabilistic cooperative

coded forwarding (PCCF) scheme by jointly considering the coding and forward-

ing mechanisms. We first design the system architecture of the proposed scheme,

including the encoding procedures at the source and the forwarding process at the

multi-hop relay IIoT nodes. The source broadcast network-coded packets to its one-

hop neighbor nodes, and the relay nodes cooperatively re-encode and re-broadcast

the packets. The impacts of direct and coded forwarding probability on the effi-

ciency are then analyzed based on the percolation theory. To improve the efficiency

of the network coding mechanisms and minimize the transmission number of coded

packets, we adopt a systematic network coding framework and optimize the sparsity

of coding vectors of coded packets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the related works of

network coding and broadcasting schemes are introduced. The design of the pro-

posed scheme is presented in Sect. 3. The numerical analysis results of the proposed

scheme are provided in Sect. 4. The simulation analysis results of the proposed

scheme are provided in Sect.5. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Sect. 6.

2 Related works

The data dissemination is one of the fundamental functions of mobile edge networks,

which can be considered as a broadcasting problem. The most basic broadcasting

mechanism is flooding, in which the network nodes will always directly forward the

newly received packets to the others [6]. Flooding mechanism is quite simple as the

nodes don’t need to perform any computation at all, while it can quickly exhaust the

channel resource and the received packets at destination nodes will be redundant.

To alleviate the cost of flooding, some transmissions need to be pruned. One feasible

way is probabilistic forwarding [12], where the nodes will only forward the newly
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received packet with a predetermined probability. As the broadcast transmissions

of nodes are pruned without distinction, some necessary transmission may also be

eliminated. Another method is deterministic forwarding [4], where the nodes will

select a few neighbors for rebroadcasting according to their knowledge of network

topology. To optimize the efficiency of deterministic forwarding, the nodes should

perform sufficient maintenance on the topology information they have, which con-

sumes a lot of channel resources. Besides, the packet erasure effect due to channel

outage will also affect packet transmissions. To improve the resilience to failures

and minimize the cost, the forwarding mechanisms should be more reliable and

resource-efficient.

Network coding allows the source and intermediate nodes to encode the packets

before transmission. This encoding method brings the connection between different

data packets, which enables the receiver nodes to start decoding after receiving suf-

ficient coded packets without sending feedback for re-transmission. To this end, the

source and relay nodes should dynamically determine the number of coded packets

and also their forwarding strategy [11] to ensure that the receiver nodes have a suffi-

cient number of coded packets. The most commonly discussed NC scheme is random

linear network coding (RLNC), in which the encoded packets are produced as ran-

dom linear combinations of the original data packets, and the coding coefficients are

selected from a predetermined finite field. The decoding performance of RLNC is

related to the rank of the receiving coding matrix [13], which represents the linear

irrelevance among the received coded packets. In order to keep the generated RLNC

packets linear irrelevant, the size of the finite field of RLNC should be sufficiently

large. As a result, the encoding and decoding procedure of RLNC is computation-

ally complex. Moreover, it has also been discovered in [11] that the performance of

RLNC suffers from probabilistic forwarding due to the “all-or-nothing” effect, which

means a receiving node cannot decode any data packet until the rank of its receiv-

ing coding matrix reaches to a given threshold. An alternative NC scheme is an

exclusive-or (XOR) based network coding, which is also known as COPE [14]. The

receiver nodes will broadcast the information on whether the packets are received or

not, like sending collective feedback. An intermediate node will listen and discover

the “coding opportunity” and deterministically forward the coded packets to desire

receivers [15]. In the XOR-based NC scheme, the packets are encoded with bitwise

XOR operation, therefore it can also be considered as a variant of RLNC using the

binary finite field. Though XOR-based NC is much simpler than RLNC schemes

operating in large finite fields, the broadcasting of receiving status in COPE will

lead to resource consumption just like the topology maintenance in deterministic

forwarding.

To decrease the complexity of RLNC, the source nodes can increase the sparsity

of coded packets [16, 17], which means that the coding coefficients are more likely to

be zero. The increasing sparsity of coded packets will reduce the computational cost

of both the encoding and decoding processes. The coded packets can also be gener-

ated in a systematic manner [18, 19], where the data packets will be first embedded

into the coded packets one by one. These systematic packets can be instantaneously

decoded and the recovered data packet can accelerate the decoding process of nodes.

To the best of our knowledge, the rank distribution of sparse network coding has
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Figure 1 Architecture of MEC-enabled industrial communication network.

no closed-form expressions, which is usually provided in the approximation versions

from empirical simulation results. Moreover, in a systematic network coding frame-

work, the analysis of decoding probability should jointly consider the relationship

between the received systematic and sparse coded packets.

In sum, the decoding performance at the receiver nodes is jointly affected by

the forwarding probability, the number of coded packets, and the sparsity of coding

vectors. The effect of these parameters should be jointly optimized so that to achieve

cost-efficient data sharing.

3 Methods

3.1 Network model

We consider a MEC-enabled IIoT consisting of a base station (BS) equipped with

a MEC server and N randomly distributed IIoT nodes in the edge network. The

MEC server has direct connections with data centers in the core cloud. The IIoT

nodes in the edge network are assumed to be located inside a square area [0, B]
2
on

the ground where B is the edge of the square, and the BS is located at the origin

of the area. We can assume that the MEC server at the BS has higher computation

performance than the IIoT edge nodes. The network model is displayed in Fig. 1.

We assume a multi-hop mobile edge network scenario, where the BS can only cover

a fraction of nodes. Hence the IIoT nodes which have received the packets from the

BS should forward them to the rest of the nodes in the network. For the convenience

of analysis, the coverage radii of the BS and the IIoT nodes are assumed to be the

same and denoted as δ < B, and any two nodes with distance closer than δ is

assumed to have a direct link with a common packet erasure probability ρ ∈ (0, 1).

This kind of network can be modeled as a Gilbert disk graph [20], one of the most

studied random geometric graphs (RGG) in the literature. Let N (v) denote the one-

hop neighbor of node v. The cardinality of N (v) is referred as the degree of node v,

i.e. dv , |N (v)|, which follows a Poisson distribution of mean ϕ , E(dv) = λπδ2.

3.2 Scheme Design

The probabilistic cooperative coded forwarding scheme consists of two network-

coding based mechanisms. The BS deploys the systematic sparse network coding

(SSNC) mechanism, in which it will organize k data packets as a packet generation
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Figure 2 Diagram of the network-coding based mechanisms of PCCF.

x = {xi |i = 1, · · · , k } and encoded them into n ≥ k source-coded packets (SCPs). It

will broadcast the SCPs to the IIoT nodes within its coverage. An IIoT node that

has received the SCPs will perform cooperative coded forwarding (CCF), where

it first directly forward the SCPs in a probabilistic manner, and then encode the

received SCPs into some relay-coded packets (RCPs) and broadcast them to its one-

hop neighbors. In general, SSNC is a source-based network coding mechanism and

CCF is related to the relay nodes. To accelerate the encoding and decoding process

at the BS and IIoT nodes respectively, both the network coding mechanisms should

be designed with low computational complexity and high efficiency. The diagram

of SSNC and CCF is presented in Fig. 2, and the detailed procedures of these two

mechanisms is illustrated as follows.

3.2.1 Systematic sparse network coding (SSNC)

In the encoding process of SSNC, the j-th SCP yj contains a coding vector cj =

{cj,i |i = 1, · · · , k } indicating the coefficients corresponding to the data packets, and

the encoding result is given as

yj = cjx =

k
∑

i=1

cj,ixi (1)

where the operations are performed in a Galois field Fq of size q. Let Pj =

{i |cj,i = 1} denote the indices of data packets that yj carries, and let dj = |Pj |

denote the cardinality of Pj . The notation dj is referred as the degree of coded

packet yj , which is also the weight of its coding vector cj .

The selection of coding coefficients will determine the complexity of the encoding

and decoding process as well as the successful decoding probability. The measures

may include minimizing the degree of coded packets so as to increase the sparsity of

coding vectors. To this end, SSNC uses a systematic network coding framework and

can be separated into two phases. In the first phase, the BS encodes the packets in

a systematic manner, which means the j-th SCP will only contain the information
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of the j-th data packet, i.e. cj,i = 1 (j = i) and Pj = {j}, j = 1, · · · , k. Therefore,

these first k coded packets can be termed as systematic SCPs with degree 1. They

are instantaneously decodable and help the receiver nodes to speed up the decoding

process.

In the second phase, a number of r random generated SCPs are produced, i.e.,

the coding coefficients of cj , j = k + 2, · · · , n are randomly selected in Fq. In this

article, we adopt the binary finite field F2 = {0, 1}, and the coding coefficients

should either be one or zero. To increase the sparsity of coding vectors, the coding

coefficients can be assume to be independent and identically distributed with the

following probability distribution [13]

P (ci,j = t) =







p0, t = 0
1− p0

q − 1
, t ∈ Fq\ {0}

(2)

where p0 ∈
(

q−1, 1
)

is the probability that a coding coefficient is zero and called

the sparsity of the coding vector. As p0 increases, the expected degree of SCPs

will decrease, which means the operation required for encoding will also decrease.

However, larger p0 will make the coding vectors of the randomly generated SCPs

too sparse to contribute new data packets during the decoding process. Henceforth,

p0 may have its optimal value and should be designed accordingly.

An IIoT node will initiate the decoding process when it cannot receive more

packets from its neighbors. In the receiving packet queue of the node, there may be

systematic and random generated SCPs. The node will first decode all the received

systematic SCPs into data packets. Next, it will try to decode the randomly gener-

ated SCPs with sparse coding vectors. An SCP is said to be available for decoding if

its coding vector contains only one new non-zero coefficient with respect to the de-

coded data packets. The decoding process will be iteratively performed until there

are no available SCPs to be decoded.

3.2.2 Cooperative coded forwarding (CCF)

The operation of cooperative coded forwarding is described as follows. An IIoT

node will either forward or ignore a newly received SCP with probability ω ∈ (0, 1)

or 1 − ω, respectively. After the nodes have received more than two SCPs, it will

also begin the cooperative coded forwarding procedure. The node first chooses two

different SCPs ya and yb from its received queue. It will directly encodes them

into a relay coded packet (RCP) za,b = ya ⊕ yb with probability ξ ∈ (0, 1) using

the exclusive or (XOR) method. Since the SCPs are encoded in GF (2), the XOR

operation is equivalent to the addition process in SSNC. Even if a node have received

neither ya nor yb, the reception of za,b can still be considered as an input packet of

the decoding process of SSNC.

4 Performance analysis model

The SCPs generated by SSNC are processed and forwarded by the CCF mechanism.

Therefore we first analyze the successful reception probability provided by CCF and

then the successfully decoding probability of SSNC packets at the IIoT nodes.
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4.1 Successful reception probability of CCF

4.1.1 The percolation condition of probabilistic forwarding under probability ω

The performance of probabilistic forwarding can be modeled by using the perco-

lation theory [21]. We start our analysis of broadcasting from the simplest case of

an ideal flooding scenario without channel outage. In this scenario, all the nodes

are effective relay nodes. Denote the set of nodes that can connect to the origin

W0 containing the origin 0. Let η = |W0|/N denote the fraction of network nodes

that are able to connect to the origin. where |W0| is the cardinality of W0. The

notation η is also the probability that a network node can successfully receive a

typical packet.

As ϕ increases, η also increase as there are more nodes in W0. Define η (ϕ) as a

function of ϕ. Kumar et al. [12] introduces the concept of “near-broadcast” when

the value of η is close to 1. Given ǫ ∈ (0, 1), let ϕǫ denote the minimum value of ϕ

that a near-broadcast could happen, which is given as

ϕǫ = inf {ϕ |E[η (ϕ)] > 1− ǫ} (3)

The goal of this subsection is to determine the value of ϕǫ with given N and ǫ, so

as to appropriately set the parameters of ω and ξ. However, it turns out that it

is quite difficult to find because of the dominance of complicated boundary effects

[22], and the closed-form expression of η (ϕ) is not given in the literature. Thus we

turn to the simulation results of η (ϕ), which is provided in [23] by setting N = 100,

and finally approximate it by a Weibull distribution given as

η (ϕ) ≃ 1− e−(2ϕ/3π)π (4)

The simulation and approximated results of η are shown in Fig. 3, which validates

the accuracy of the approximation. We notice that the value of ǫ should be suffi-

ciently small, as the value of ϕǫ needs to be greater than the critical mean node

degree ac for continuum percolation [20], which is crucial for effective broadcast

transmission. The range of such critical mean node degree is provided in [20] as

4.508 < ac < 4.515, and a more precise result is given in [23] as ac ≈ 4.512.

Next we consider the case that only a fraction of nodes will forward the packets

after successful reception under perfect channels, i.e. ω < 1 and ρ = 1. The volunteer

relay nodes provide coverage of the silent nodes in the rest of the network, which can

be modeled as a site percolation [24]. To analyze the value of connected probability η

in such case, we first remove the silent nodes and calculate the connected probability

of the volunteer relay nodes, which is denoted as ηr. The value of ηr can be calculated

by substitute the mean degree of volunteer relay nodes ϕr = ωϕ into Eq. (4). As

a result, we have ω ≥ ϕǫ

/

λπδ2. Then we randomly scatter the rest silent nodes

back to the scenario. Let ηs denote the probability that a randomly placed silent

node can be covered by a relay node in the connected component W0, which can be

approximated as ηs ≃ ηr when ηr is large enough. And the connected probability of

the whole network should be

ηω = ωηr + (1− ω) ηs ≃ ηr = η (ωϕ) (5)
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Figure 3 Simulation and approximated results of η (ϕ), N = 100.

Finally, we turn to a practical case where wireless links between nodes are in-

termittent with ρ > 0. This can be considered as a bond percolation [24] and is

equivalent to a site percolation where the relay nodes proactively forward the SCPs

with probability ωρ = ωρ. Thus we can substitute the direct forward probability ω

by ωρ in Eq. (5) to obtain the result of successful reception probability.

4.1.2 The effect of coded forwarding under probability ξ

Let Gj = 〈Vj , Ej〉 denote the connected forwarding graph of the j-th SCP yj ,

where Vj is the set of nodes that has received yj , and Ej contains the links that

have successfully delivered yj . Consider two different forwarding graph Ga and Gb,

and a common node v ∈ Va ∩ Vb. Denote the nodes covered by v in the two graphs

as Na (v) = N (v) ∩ Va and Nb (v) = N (v) ∩ Vb respectively. Suppose v is going to

encode ya and yb into a RCP za,b = ya⊕yb and forward it to its one-hop neighbors.

A one-hop neighbor node u ∈ N (v) of v can receive za,b with probability 1−ρ due to

the packet erasure effect. If u has already received ya and yb, i.e. u ∈ Na (v)∩Nb (v),

the receiving of za,b become redundant. If u has only received ya, the receiving of

za,b helps it to decode yb, and the node u is added to Vb. The link e (u, v) will also

be involved in Eb. Similarly, the receiving of yb and za,b will add u into Va. If u

have received neither ya nor yb, the receiving of za,b will not change Ga or Gb. The

effect of this coded forwarding action on the broadcast performance can therefore

be regarded as the modification of the two corresponding forwarding graphs Ga and

Gb, which is shown in Fig. 4.

To quantify the modification effect on the forwarding graphs, we analyze the

relationship between the coded forwarding probability ξ and the number of decoded

SCPs at an IIoT node. Let r denote the number of decoded SCPs at a node. Let

c denote the number of received RCPs at a node. The decoding process of RCPs

can be modeled as a Markov chain consisting of a series of state sn (r). Denote

the single step transition probability from sn (r) to sn (r + i) as pn (r, r + i), whose
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Figure 4 The modification effect of cooperative coded forwarding on percolation graphs.

expression is given as

pn (r, r + i) =



























(

r
1

)(

n−r
1

)

(

n
2

) =
2r (n− r)

n (n− 1)
, i = 1, r = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1

1−
2r (n− r)

n (n− 1)
, i = 0, r = 1, 2, · · · , n

0, otherwise

(6)

Let Pn×n = {pn (i, j) |i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n} denote the transition probability matrix.

Let w
(i) =

{

w(i) (n, r) |r = 0, 1, · · · , n
}

denote the probability distribution of r

after i steps. Since r is a binomial random variable of parameter n and η, i.e.

r ∼ Bin (n, η), the probability distribution of r before decoding RCPs can be written

as

w(0) (n, r) =

(

n

r

)

ηr(1− η)
n−r

(7)

After decoding a number of c RCPs, the probability distribution of r is written as

w
(c) = w

(0) ·Pc
n×n (8)

Therefore we obtain the expectation of r, which is given as

r̄ (n, c) , E [r (n, c)] =

n
∑

r=0

w(c) (n, r) · r (9)

The number of RCPs generated at a node is related to the number of decoded

SCPs r and the coded forwarding probability ξ. Whenever the nodes have decoded

new SCPs from the received RCPs, it will continue to produce some new RCPs

afterward. This iterative process can be asymptotically analyzed and finally ap-

proaches the relationship between ξ and the mean number of decoded SCPs. Define

the mean number of RCPs generated at a node that has received r out of n SCPs

as C (r, ξ) =
(

r
2

)

· ξ = ξ·r·(r−1)
2 . Let ri denote the number of decoded SCPs after the

i-th iteration, and let ci denote the number of RCPs participated in the decoding

process in the i-th iteration. Clearly,we have r0 = r, and the expression of ci is
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written as

ci =







C (ri−1, ξ) , i = 1

C (ri−1, ξ)− C (ri−2, ξ) , i > 1
(10)

When ci < 1, i.e. (ri−1 − 1) ri−1 − (ri−2 − 1) ri−2 < 2ξ−1, the value of ri may not

increase and so the iteration terminates.

4.2 Successfully decoding probability of SSNC packets

Consider that each IIoT node receives an arbitrary SCP with the same successful

reception probability ηξ. Denote the number of received systematic and random

SCPs at a typical IIoT node as Rs and Rr, respectively. Rs is binomial random

variable with parameters k and ηξ, i.e. Rs ∼ Bin (k, ηξ). Similarly, we have Rr ∼

Bin (n− k, ηξ).

Let τ denote the number of decoded data packets from the random generated

SCPs, thus the expectation of successful decoding probability p can be written as

E [p] = E

[

Rs + τ

k

]

= E

[

Rs

k

]

+ E
[τ

k

]

= ηξ +
E [τ ]

k
(11)

where the expectation of τ is derived as follows.

Suppose that an IIoT node has decoded m < k data packets, which forms the

collection of decoded data packets D of size |D| = m. Consider a randomly generated

SCP of degree d ∈ [1,m], it can be successfully decoded by this IIoT node only when

one out of d data packets it carried have not been decoded. If all the data packets

carried by this SCP have been already decoded, this SCP becomes redundant and

should be ignored in the future decoding process. The probability of these two

conditions are written as

pdec (m, d) =

(

m
d−1

)(

k−m
1

)

(

k
d

) =
m! (k − d)! (k −m) d

(m− d+ 1)!k!
(12)

pign (m, d) =

(

m
d

)

(

k
d

) =
m! (k − d)!

k! (m− d)!
(13)

Since the degree of a random generated SCP d is a binomial function of parameter

k and 1− p0, the expected successful decoding probability and ignored probability

of an arbitrary random SCP are written as

pdec (m) =

m
∑

d=1

P(dj = d) · pdec (m, d)

=

m
∑

d=1

m! (k −m)

(d− 1)! (m− d+ 1)!
pk−d
0 (1− p0)

d

(14)
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pign (m) =

m
∑

d=1

(dj = d) · pign (m, d)

=

m
∑

d=1

m!

d! (m− d)!
pk−d
0 (1− p0)

d

(15)

Let Sms,mr
denote the decoding state of an IIoT node, where ms is the number

of decoded data packets and mr is the number of random generated SCPs that are

not processed. An IIoT node at state Sms,mr
will try to decode the unprocessed

random SCPs when ms < k and mr ≥ 1. If there is at least one decodable SCP, the

node will switch to state Sms+1,mr−1. Otherwise, the node will stay at the current

state. Regarding the ignored packets, the transition probabilities can be written as

P (Sms+1,mr−1 |Sms,mr
) , 1−

mr
∑

mi=0

P (mi = m |Sms,mr
) · (1− pdec (ms))

mr−m
(16)

P (Sms,mr
|Sms,mr

) , 1− P (Sms+1,mr−1 |Sms,mr
) (17)

where P (mi = m |Sms,mr
) =

(

mr

mi

)

pmi

ign (ms) (1− pign (ms))
mr−mi , number mi is a

binomial stochastic variable of parameter mr and pign (ms).

As Rs and Rr are two independent binomial random variables, an IIoT node will

start its decoding process at state S (Rs, Rr) with probability

Pstart (SRs,Rr
)=P [ms=Rs]·P [mr=Rr]=

(

k

Rs

)(

n− k

Rr

)

ηRs+Rr

ξ (1−ηξ)
n−Rs−Rr (18)

and continue decoding until either all the Rr random SCPs have been processed

or the all the k data packets have been decoded. Thus the maximum number of

τ should be τmax = min (k −Rs, Rr). The steady state probability of τ -th state

S (Rs + τ,Rr − τ) can be written as

P (SRs+τ,Rr+τ ) =























P (SRs+τ,Rr+τ |SRs+τ,Rr+τ ) , τ = 0
(

τ−1
∏

t=0

P (SRs+t+1,Rr+t+1 |SRs+t,Rr+t )

)

·P (SRs+τ,Rr+τ |SRs+τ,Rr+τ )

, τ ∈ [1, τmax]
(19)

Finally, the expectation of τ can be written as

E [τ ] =

k
∑

Rs=0

n−k
∑

Rr=1

Pstart (SRs,Rr
) ·

τmax
∑

τ=0

τ · P (SRs+τ,Rr+τ ) (20)

Substitute Eq. (20) into Eq. (11) we can have the mean successful decode probability

at an IIoT node of a data packet generation of size k.

4.3 Total transmission number

According to the design of PCCF, the total transmission number of a data packet

generation is given as

T = N ·

(

nη · ω +
nηξ (nηξ − 1)

2
· ξ

)

(21)
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Figure 5 Simulation and analytical results of the relationships between c and r̄ (n, c) .
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Figure 6 Demonstration of the asymptotic analysis of ri and ci .

which will increase as η and ξ increases.

5 Results and discussion

5.1 Successful reception probability of CCF

5.1.1 The effect of coded forwarding under probability ξ

We compare the simulation and analytical results of the relationships between c

and r̄ (n, c) under n = 150 and η ∈ {0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95} in Fig. 5.

As the value of r̄ (n, c) may not be an integer, we denote ri = ⌈r̄ (n, ci−1)⌉ for

the simplicity of notation, where ⌈·⌉ is the ceiling function. When ci < 1, i.e.

(ri−1 − 1) ri−1 − (ri−2 − 1) ri−2 < 2ξ−1, the value of ri may not increase and so

the iteration terminates. An demonstration of the numerical analysis is presented

in Fig. 6.

We can quantify the modification effect on the forwarding graphs based on the

relationships between ξ and the successful reception probability of SCPs ηξ = r̄/n

at a IIoT node, which is shown in Fig. 7. We observe that the larger the value of n
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Figure 7 Relationship between ξ and ηξ .
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Figure 8 Simulation results of successful decoding probability p under ηξ = 0.8 .

is, the faster ηξ increases as ξ grows. Also the contribution of the increasing of ξ is

much higher with a smaller η.

5.2 Successfully decoding probability of SSNC packets

The simulation results of successful decoding probability p are shown in Fig. 8,

where we can observe that the optimal sparsity p0,opt for SSNC is approximately

0.7 when k = 20, and 0.9 when k = 100. This means that the optimal sparsity

should be increased as the size of data packet generation increases.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the analytical and simulation results of p, which validates the

accuracy of the analytical model in Sect. 4.

5.3 Total transmission number

The results of the successful reception probability ηξ and the transmission number

T are given in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) respectively. We can see that in order to

achieve the same value of ηξ, there exists a smallest transmission number and the

corresponding optimal values of ω and ξ to fulfill the near-broadcast requirement

of mobile edge networks.
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Figure 9 Comparison of analytical and simulation results of successful decoding probability.
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Figure 10 Comparison of the contour maps of ηξ and T under n = 150 .

6 Conclusion

In this article, the network coding technique is adopted for realizing efficient broad-

casting in MEC-enabled IIoT networks. To minimize the transmission number at

the data source, the systematic network coding framework is used and the spar-

sity of random generated coded packets is optimized. To increase the efficiency of

re-encoding process at the relay nodes, we analyze the impact of direct and coded

forwarding probability on the reception performance at the network nodes, which

gives fundamental results for further optimization. Future researches include the

design of cooperative coded transmission among multiple data sources and the per-

formance analysis under hierarchical network settings.

Appendix

Abbreviations

MEC: Mobile edge computing; 5G: Fifth generation; IIoT: Industrial internet of things; UAV: Unmanned aerial

vehicle; BS: Base station; D2D: Device-to-device; NC: Network coding; RLNC: Random linear network coding; GF:

Galois field; PCCF: Probabilistic cooperative coded forwarding; SSNC: Systematic sparse network coding; CCF:

Cooperative coded forwarding; SCP: Source coded packet; RCP: Relay coded packet.
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Figure Title and Legend

Figure. 1: Architecture of MEC-enabled industrial communication network

The figure displays network model. We consider a MEC-enabled IIoT consisting of a base station (BS) equipped

with a MEC server and N randomly distributed IIoT nodes in the edge network. The MEC server has direct

connections with the core cloud with data centers. The IIoT nodes in the edge network are assumed to be located

inside a square [0, B]2 on the ground where B is the edge of the square, and the BS is located at the origin of the

edge network square.

Figure. 2: Diagram of the network-coding based mechanisms of PCCF

The figure displays the scheme of systematic sparse network coding (SSNC) mechanism and cooperative coded

forwarding(CCF). The probabilistic cooperative coded forwarding scheme consists of two network-coding based

mechanisms. The BS deploys the systematic sparse network coding (SSNC) mechanism, in which it will organize k

data packets as a packet generation x = {xi |i = 1, · · · , k } and encoded them into n ≥ k source coded packets

(SCPs). It will broadcast the SCPs to the IIoT nodes within its coverage. An IIoT node which has receive the SCPs

will perform cooperative coded forwarding (CCF), where it first directly forward the SCPs in a probabilistic manner,

and then encode the received SCPs into some relay coded packets (RCPs) and broadcast them to its one-hop

neighbors. In general, SSNC is a source-based network coding mechanism and CCF is related to the relay nodes.

Figure. 3: Simulation and approximated results of η (ϕ), N = 100

The figure shows the simulation and approximated results of η (ϕ), N = 100 and validates the accuracy of the

approximation.

Figure. 4: The modification effect of cooperative coded forwarding on percolation graphs

Let Gj = 〈Vj , Ej〉 denote the connected forwarding graph of the j-th SCP yj , where Vj is the set of nodes that

has received yj , and Ej contains the links that have successfully delivered yj . Consider two different forwarding

graph Ga and Gb, and a common node v ∈ Va ∩ Vb. Denote the nodes covered by v in the two graphs as

Na (v) = N (v) ∩ Va and Nb (v) = N (v) ∩ Vb respectively. Suppose v is going to encode ya and yb into a RCP

za,b = ya ⊕ yb and forward it to its one-hop neighbors. A one-hop neighbor node u ∈ N (v) of v can receive za,b

with probability 1 − ρ due to the packet erasure effect. If u has already received ya and yb, i.e.

u ∈ Na (v) ∩ Nb (v), the receiving of za,b become redundant. If u has only received ya, the receiving of za,b

helps it to decode yb, and the node u is added to Vb. The link e (u, v) will also be involved in Eb. Similarly, the

receiving of yb and za,b will add u into Va. If u have received neither ya nor yb, the receiving of za,b will not

change Ga or Gb. The effect of this coded forwarding action on the broadcast performance can therefore be

regarded as the modification of the two corresponding forwarding graph Ga and Gb

Figure. 5: Simulation and analytical results of the relationships between c and r̄ (n, c)

The figure shows simulation and analytical results of the relationships between c and r̄ (n, c) under n = 150 and

η ∈ {0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95} .

Figure. 6: Demonstration of the asymptotic analysis of ri and ci
The figure presents demonstration of the asymptotic analysis of ri and ci under n = 150, η = 0.8 and ξ = 0.005.

Figure. 7: Relationship between ξ and ηξ

The figure presents the relationship between ξ and ηξ: (a) η = 0.8 and n ∈ {100, 150, 200, 250} ; (b) n = 150

and η ∈ {0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95} . We can quantify the modification effect on the forwarding graphs through the

relationships between ξ and the successful reception probability of SCPs ηξ = r̄/n at a IIoT node. We observe that

the larger the value of n is, the faster ηξ increases as ξ grows. Also the contribution of the increasing of ξ is much

higher with a smaller η.

Figure. 8: Simulation results of successful decoding probability p under ηξ = 0.8

The figure presents simulation results of successful decoding probability p under ηξ = 0.8 . We can observe that

the optimal sparsity p0,opt for SSNC is approximately 0.7 when k = 20, and 0.9 when k = 100. This means that

the optimal sparsity should be increased as the size of data packet generation increases.

Figure. 9: Comparison of analytical and simulation results of successful decoding probability

The figure shows comparison of analytical and simulation results of successful decoding probability under k = 100,

ηξ = 0.8 and p0 = p0,opt = 0.9. It demonstrates the analytical and simulation results of p, which validates the

accuracy of analytical model.

Figure. 10: Comparison of the contour maps of ηξ and T under n = 150

The figure shows comparison of the contour maps of ηξ and T under n = 150 . We can see that in order to

achieve the same value of ηξ with different transmission number, which indicates the existence of the smallest

transmission number and the corresponding optimal values of ω and ξ to fulfill the near-broadcast requirement of

mobile edge networks.


